RIVIERA 43

NEWSFLASH FROM BOATING WORLD!

RIVIERA 43 OPEN

FLYBRIDGE
OFF THE CHARTS!
Words and pictures Courtesy of Boating World
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RIVIERA 43

A

fabulous Riviera 43 Open
Flybridge is up for grabs in
the Seychelles and Boating
World’s Derrick Levy is
very excited about having this stunning
sportfishing cruiser available on the
market again.
He’s unwavering in his belief that
she is the perfect option for avid sport
anglers who also want to keep family
and friends close and happy.
This was the first brand new Riviera 43
Derrick sold and delivered to this Indian
Ocean island, where she is currently
moored. She’s delighted hundreds of
anglers on charter and since the owners
decided to upgrade to a bigger model the phone’s been ringing off the hook
with enquiries.
The Boating World team was there two
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years ago, when she was first delivered
to Seychelles, where they waited with
bated breath for her arrival from her
birthplace in Australia.
The mandate for this new Riviera 43
with IPS drives, was for hardcore game
fishing as well as luxury, leisurely cruising
and they knew she ticked all the boxes.
Though their first sighting was in the
dark, they were instantly captivated by
her magical transformation - as cleverly
positioned lighting illuminated her
fabulous features from tip to rear.
The night anglers among them were
transfixed by the cauldron of action in
the water behind her - as blue LED
underwater lights at the transom
attracted a teeming horde of fish. What a
promise of good things to come!
The transom area, cockpit and plush

saloon were also enchanting with
recessed overhead lighting adding that
touch of luxury and romantic ambience.
Once they could take a proper look
in the daylight, they were immediately
struck by the feeling of endlessness.
Somehow she seems much bigger than
her 43’ – more like a luxurious 50-footer
at least!
Both the flybridge and cockpit are
enormous and one area seems to melt
into the next with unhindered views
from the cockpit - right through the
massive saloon, to the master stateroom
in the bow.
No doubt this effect has been created
by the inclusion of a sliding glass door
and large bulkhead windows. Her
streamlined hard-top has been cleverly
integrated into the design and stretches
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ABOVE RIGHT: Boating World’s avid fisherman (and perhaps part-time male model), Greg Alice, shows that being a sales consultant is one thing, but actually being
able to back why Riviera is a leading sportsfisher is another.

virtually the full length of the boat.
Add to this her massive 15’5 girth and
you have a veritable playground for a
crowd - perfect for entertaining and
fishing.
After settling into her new moorings,
Derrick and sales consultant Greg were
thrilled to spend several hours on board
enjoying her comfort, endurance in
the rough and fishing at the drop-offs
around Mahe.
Greg was completely hooked from the
moment they set out to sea.
“She gets onto plane almost
immediately with virtually no use of the
trim tabs. Cornering is tight and sure
and she has as a very smooth, soft ride
even at pace. Even in huge swells she
September 2015

lifts gradually and gently settles into the
troughs”.
“Throughout the trip (cruising
comfortably at around 25 knots) we
could barely hear the twin Volvo IPS
motors which are ultra-quiet (around
70 decibels). This makes talking easy in
both the cockpit and the saloon.
“You can also enjoy a fast cruise of
between 28 and 31 knots - which may be
necessary especially if you’ve got to go
a long way to get to the deep. (She has
a range of 350 - 500 nautical miles from
1800-litre tanks depending on speed).
“There was zero vibration from the
motors, no diesel smoke and the IPS
system is great for trawling. Fishing
action was hot and the 43 was the

perfect ride - we caught a Barracuda, lots
of Skipjack and had the thrill of a Marlin
strike.” Greg said.
Derrick too was blown away by her
performance during their trips to Palin
and La Digue Islands - cruising passed
exotically beautiful beaches. Covering
over 50 hours in the first three days they
pushed her hard in both calm and rough
conditions - and she stood the test
magnificently.
One of the highlights which stands out
for him was the 40-mile journey they
took to the 1000m drop-off spot.
Unfortunately, the weather had turned
and they were faced with a 2.5 m swell
and a short chop. To keep it safe they ran
along the leeward side of Mahe Island
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RIVIERA 43
travelling past the south of the island for
30 miles.
When they finally arrived it was time to
fish and it was not long before they were
on the bite.“We had great fun fighting
large East Coast Africa Bonnie’s which
put up a good contest.” He said.“We
were also were very lucky to have double
Marlin strikes.
“She handled superbly throughout
and during the journey home in rough
conditions, one of our team-mates
even caught a good hour’s snooze. He
could not resist the magnetic pull of the
Queen-size bed in the main en-suite
cabin, located in the forward section
of the Riviera. Apart from one or two
unusual three-metre swells which
almost sent him onto the roof, he had a
fantastically comfortable sleep.”
“By the way there’s lots of storage
in this cabin and an overhead hatch.
Another nice feature is that one doesn’t
feel hemmed in. Just above the water
level on both the port and starboard
sides of the 43, you’ll find horizontal
windows that allow light in below decks.
Even if you are reading a book on the
comfortable bed you get a wonderful
view of your surroundings” he said.
This Riviera 43 can actually
accommodate up to six people. Her
centre cabin amidships is huge with a
double bed and two bunk beds and a
second massive head, which includes a
shower and vacuum flush toilet.
She really is a fabulous combination of
luxury and practicality.
Non-fishermen will love her
spaciousness and all the trimmings
including the huge, beautifully
appointed saloon, practical galley – not
forgetting the most popular flybridge.
There could just be some “ownership”
wars here! Everyone will claim this
as “their” spot - given the stunning
360-degree views and comfortable
L-shaped settee forward of the helm –
perfect for relaxing and entertaining.
Anglers will insist that this is where
they need to keep an eye on tell-tale
birdlife or the fishing action below in
the cockpit. Whoever wins the battle
will enjoy this spot even if the weather
changes - with roll-down clear covers
to protect from cold air or they can stay
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open on hot summer days.
The pilot will never feel isolated
up here as guests relax around him
enjoying snacks and refreshments
from the handy wetbar. He’ll have easy
access to the twin throttle system to the
starboard side with joystick control to
port. This fingertip control is ideal when
maneuvering in crowded marinas or
docking in tight moorings.
Heading down to the cockpit is easy
thanks to the teak and stainless steel
ladder with sturdy railings for safety and
there’s a useful fridge neatly tucked away
behind it at the bottom.
The cockpit makes full use of the
width of this craft and a good number of
anglers can fish together here. A Reelax
80 lbs fighting chair has been fitted and
doesn’t compromise on space. A huge
live bait well replaces the magnificent
entertainment centre and braai. Should
you decide to taste one of your catches there’s a removable, factory fitted braai.
She has all the necessary fishing
amenities including easy-to-maintain
Reelax outriggers with silver spear ends
in the gunnels and six rocket launcher
rod holders are fitted onto the flybridge.
There are two fishboxes on either side of
the cockpit and handy tackle drawers.
Another great feature is having a
Bimini over the cockpit mezzanine
seating – so you can sit outside in the
shade and watch the tackle. Mind you,
there are those who would point out that
this is the ideal spot for lounging!
When you do hook a big fish and
there’s a real fight going on – the
gunnels have bolsters (cushioning)
which are easy on the thighs when
you’re leaning against the side.
This Riviera 43 Open Flybridge
has a full size swim platform, to give
maximum space for enjoyment at the
stern. This was carefully selected for
comfort and space. It’s the ideal spot for
climbing back onboard from the tender
(there is a davit crane to put the tender
on its spot on the bow) and it’s perfect
for putting on skis, wakeboards or
handling other water toys in comfort and
you could even fish from here.
Of course, Marlin fishing is best
without any platform at all for when
you need to back up onto the fish. But
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Maintenance and daily
checks onboard the
Riviera 43 Open are
made easy thanks to the
spacious engine bay and
large lift-assisted access
way which allows for
plenty ventilation.
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RIVIERA 43

The design of this craft is such that it’s made
to be a home. When the evening air sets in,
pop open a bottle of bubbly and enjoy the
sunsets from your open air VIP area.

BELOW: When it comes to entertaining, the Riviera 43 offers it all. In addition to a fully stocked galley inside, a
food preperation area at the stern means the chef can be part of the activities, while cooking up some of the
day’s fresh catch.
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on that score Derrick points out that a
great feature is the Volvo IPS Fish mode
which makes the craft more agile when
backing up on a fish.“In my experience,
it is really effective for fishing those big
Marlin or other gamefish.”
Moving inside, the saloon is
beautifully finished in leather and
beautiful high-gloss wood. Because
the owners chose not have a lower
helm there’s much more lounger
space and she easily seats around six
to eight passengers. The matching
table is perfect for comfortable dining
- complete with bottles of whiskey
and engraved Riviera glasses from the
drinks cabinet nearby.
Meals are served from the convenient
forward galley next door which has a
great outlook. The chef of the day will
be comfortably within earshot and can
join in the conversation. Its homefrom-home when you take in the
gleaming ceramic cooktop, dishwasher,
microwave, convection oven and twodrawer style refrigerator/freezers.
After dinner, special moments of the
day can be played back on the slide-up
30-inch TV in the saloon. If you happen
to cast an eye upward, you will spot
the huge, concealed, electric rod hatch
which is lowered down electrically from
the ceiling. Plenty of rods can be safely
stored here when you’re not fishing.
Of course we’ve already covered the
plush and beautifully appointed cabins
just waiting for tired travellers.
If you’re more interested in the power
behind the Riviera 43 – you’ll find the
twin 435hp Volvo IPS engines set well
aft of the vessel with the engine room
beneath the cockpit.
To get there, all thats needed is a
simple push of a button and you’ll
virtually be able to stand up straight
inside with everything right at your
fingertips. Conveniently there’s also a
smaller hatch for routine inspections
while underway.
One could go on and on about this
boat. She’s ideal for chartering and
perfect for serious big game fishing, or
just a weekend cruise!
When it’s all said and done - this
Riviera 43 Open Flybridge is simply all
class – a hard act to follow!
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